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A device for nriountir.g or. s mschine

(57) The invention relates to a device for co-operat-

ing with a machine condition analysis apparatus (30),

the device being adapted to be fimnly mounted on or at

a measuring point on a machine (1 00). The device com-

prises a connection coupling to which a sensor unit (20)

is removably attachable for coupling machine vibrations

to said sensor unit. The device further comprises an in-

formation carrier (120) comprising a writable memory

means so that storing of a local reference condition val-

ue is made possible; and a communications means

(130) for co-operating with the information carrier (120)

and for communicating with the analysis apparatus.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to a device for

co-operating with a machine condition analysis appara*

tus, and to a method of operating such a device. The

invention also relates to a kit of parts comprising such

a device, and to a system for evaluating the condition of

a machine.

State of the art

[0002] Machines with moving parts are subject to

wear with the passage of time, which often causes the

condition of the machine to deteriorate. Examples of

such machines with movable parts are motors, pumps,

generators, compressors, lathes and CNC-machines. It

Is known to, more or less regularly, investigate the op-

erating condition of such machines. The operating con-

dition can be determined by measuring the amplitude of

vibrations in a bearing and by measuring temperature

changes on the casing of the machine, which tempera-

tures are dependent oh the operating condition of the

bearing. Such condition checks of machines with rotat-

ing or other moving parts are of great significance for

safety and also for the length of the life of such ma-

chines. It is known to perfomn such measurements on

machines^completely manually. This ordinarily Is done

by an operaior with the help of a measuring instrument

performing measurements at a number of measuring

points on a machine. The measuring data obtained by

means of the measuring instrument for each measuring

point is noted down onapre-printedform. For a machine

it can be necessary to have a number of measuring

points in order to later be able to determine the overall

operating condition of the machine. For example, three

measuring points are often used for the measurement

of vibrations of a motor, in such a way that the vibrations

are measured in three mutually perpendicular direc-

tions, i.e. in the X-directlon, in the Y-direction and in the

Z-dlrectlon. The operator must note down each meas-

ured value on the form. It is furthermore necessary for

the operator to evaluate the measured values so that he

can make a judgement on whether the measured am-

plitude measurement values indicate a change for a

measuring position so that the machine can be serviced

if the measured values indicate wear. This places a large

demand on the professional knowledge of the service

personnel of which vibration and temperature measure-

ment values are acceptable and which measurement

values are not acceptable.

[0003] In order to Identify damage to bearings it is

known to use a shock impulse measuring apparatus by

means of which damage to bearings can be determined

In machines with rotating machine parts. In order to per-

form such measurements at a measuring point, the di-

ameter of the shaft and the rotational speed of the shaft

are set on a measuring scale. These values, which are

set by hand, function as a reference level. If the meas-

ured values measured by means of the measuring in-

strument are greater than the reference level, this can
s be indicated by means of a warning lamp or by means

of a sound signal.

[0004] It is known from EP-0 1 94 333 to provide each

measuring point with identity data which is automatically

readable by means of a separate reading probe. EP-0

10 1 94 333 also describes that the characteristic data val-

ues for the measuring point are readable at the meas-

uring point so that the above described reference value

can be generated automatically. The reference value Is

consequently calculated in a standardized and unam-
15 biguous way from the characteristic data values. Con-

sequently, according to this known technique, the one

and the same reference value is valid for all bearings

with a certain shaft diameter and a certain rotational

speed.

20 [0005] EP-0 211 212 describes a measuring instru-

ment for detecting and evaluating data representative

of the condition of a machine. The described measuring

instrument has a measuring probe which is combined

with a sensor probe for reading a measuring point code,

25 whereby the measuring probe and the code sensing

probe are provided in a common mobile casing.

Disclosure of the Invention

30 [0006] The problem to be solved by the present inven-

tion is to enable an increased accuracy in detecting

changes of the condition of a machine.

[0007] This problem is solved according to the inven-

tion by a method of operating a device which is finnly

35 mounted on or at a measuring point on a machine with

a movable part. The device has a connection coupling

to which a sensor unit is removably attachable for cou-

pling machine vibrations to said sensor unit; an informa-

tion carrier comprising a writable and readable memory
^0 means; and a communications means for co-operating

with the Infonnatlon carrier and for communicating with

. an analysis apparatus. The method comprises the steps

of:

^5 attaching a sensor unit to said connection coupling

for producing a first condition value by performing

a measurement; said first condition value being de-

pendent on the actual condition of the machine;

receiving said first condition value via said commu-
50 nicatlons means; and

storing said first condition value in said writable and

readable memory means.

[0008] The first condition value can subsequently be

55 used as a reference condition value. With the object of

providing a detemilnation of whether some measurable

condition change Is present, a method according to an

embodiment of the Invention comprises the steps of:
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attaching a sensor unit to said connection coupling

for producing a second actuai condition value at a

tinne point later than the time of production of said

first condition value, said second actual condition

value being dependent on the actual condition at s

the measuring point;

delivering said first condition value from the infor-

mation carrier, via said communications means so

that the first condition value can be used as a ref-

erence condition value, whereby possible condition 10

changes can be determined by comparing said sec-

ond actual condition value with said first reference

condition value.

[0009] An embodiment of the Invention relates to a de- is

vice for co-operating with a machine condition analysis

apparatus, the device being adapted to be firmly mount-

ed on or at a measuring point on a machine. The device

comprises a connection coupling to which a sensor unit

is removably attachable for coupling machine vibrations 20

to said sensor unit; an infonnation carrier comprising a

writable memory means so that storing of a local refer-

ence condition value is made possible; and

a communications means for co-operating with

the information carrier and for communicating with the 25

analysis apparatus.

[0010] A condition analysing system, comprises:

a movable analysis apparatus and a sensor unit for

producing a uuiidiuon value by nrieans of measuring 30

at a measuring point on a machine, said condition

value being dependent on movement and indicative

of the actual condition of the machine; and

a device comprising an Information carrier which is

placed on, or In the vicinity of, a measuring point on 35

a machine. The analysis apparatus is arranged to

store the condition value in the information earner,

which is writable, so that the condition value subse-

quently can be used as a reference condition value.

40

[0011] According to an embodiment of the system, the

device comprises:

interpretation infonnation, stored on the informa-

tion carrier, which defines technical type values for the

machine and/or the movable part in such a way that the ' 45

actual condition value is able to be generated depend-

ent on an actual measured value when the measured

value is Interpreted in combination with the interpreta-

tion infonnation. The device also comprises a commu-
nication means for co-operating with the information so

carrier and for communicating with the analysis appara-

tus. The device may also comprise:

a communication means for co-operating with the

analysis apparatus, which, dependent on an activating

signal, reads Interpretation Infonnation from the infor- 55

mation carrier and delivers this information to the anal-

ysis apparatus; wherein the communication means, de-

pendent on the activation signal, reads the reference

4

condition value from the Infomiatlon carrier and delivers

this to the analysis apparatus thereby enabling the gen-

eration of a relation value indicating a changed condi-

tion.

[001 2] The communication means comprises a trans-

ceiver forcommunicating with the analysis apparatus by

means of radio communication or optical transmitters

and optical receivers. The communication means also

comprises contact means for ohmic contact between

the information cannier and the analysis apparatus.

Description of the drawings

[001 3] In order to make the present Invention easy to

understand and produce, it will be described with refer-

ence to the appended drawings:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of an em-

bodiment of a condition analyzing system according

to the invention.

Fig. 2A shows an embodiment of a sensor unit

which comprises an interface for communication

with an infonnation carrier at a measuring point.

Fig. 2B shows an embodiment of a device at a

measuring point comprising an information carrier

and an interface for communication with the inter-

face according to Fig. 2A.

Preferred embodiments

[0014] Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of an

embodiment of a condition analyzing system 1 0 accord-

ing to the invention. The condition analyzing system

comprises a sensor unit 20 for producing a measured

value dependent on movement and, more precisely, de-

pendent on vibrations.

[001 5] The sensor unit 20 is connected to an analysis

apparatus 30 via a conductor 32. The analysis appara-

tus 30 comprises a non-volatile memory 40, a micro-

processor 50 and a read/write memory 60. A computer

program Is stored In the read memory 40, and by means

of this computer program the function of the analysis ap-

paratus 30 is controlled. When It Is written below that

the microprocessor 50 performs a certain function, it

shall be understood that the microprocessor runs a cer-

tain part of the program which is stored in the memory

40.

[0016] The microprocessor 50 is connected to a dis-

play unit 62. By means of the display unit 62 a user of

the condition analyzing system Is informed of the con-

dition of the current measuring point in clear text. The

production of a condition value Is described more close-

ly below. The display arrangement can comprise, on the

one hand a screen, on the other hand a printer unit, so

that the user can have the condition value from the

measuring point printed out if so desired.

[001 7] According to a preferred embodiment the anal-

ysis apparatus 30 comprises a screen 62 on which rel-

EP1 124 204 A2
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evant information is shown during the measuring, and

a dislcette station 64 in which a dislcette is introduceable.

In this way the user with the help of the analysis appa-

ratus 30 collects the condition values for a plurality of

measuring points and save all the information on a dis-

kette removably introduced into the diskette unit 64. The

microprocessor 50 is further connected to an informa-

tion port 66, by means of which the apparatus 30 can

be connected to a separate Information processing unit,

[001 8] The analysis apparatus 30 is equipped with an

interface 70 for the exchange of data, with a device 80.

When the system is operative, the device 80 is firmly

mounted on or at a measuring point 90 on a machine

100 with a movable part 110. A measuring point can

comprise a connection coupling finnly attached to the

casing of the machine to which the sensor unit is remov-

ably attachable. The connection coupling can, for exam-

ple, be formed of a bayonet coupling. A measuring point

can comprise a threaded recess in the casing in which

the sensor unit is screwable. In the last case the sensor

unit 20 comprises corresponding threads so that it can

be introduced into the recess like a screw.

[0019] Alternatively, the measuring point is marked on

the casing of the machine only with a painted mark.

[0020] The machine 100 exemplified In Fig. 1 has a

rotating shaft 1 1 0 with a certain shaft diameter d^ . Shaft

1 10 in the machine 100 rotates at a certain speed of ro-

tation when the machine Is in use.

The apparatus 80 comprises an infonnation carrier 1 20

whlcli is equipped with information on the identity of the

measuring point and interpreting information. The infor-

mation carrier is furthennore equipped with at least one

condition value K^gf which can be used as reference for

determining a possible change in the condition.

[0021] The identity infonnation can be formed of, for

example, the identity number of the measuring point or

of a data string which Identifies both the machine 100

and the measuring point 90. The machine 1 00, which is

only partly shown in Fig. 1 , can comprise a number of

measuring points and a number of moving parts so that

the condition of different parts of the machine can be

determined individually. The interpretation data stored

in the measuring point device 80 can comprise a first

computer word indicating the above mentioned shaft di-

ameter d^ and a second computer word indicating the

speed of rotation V,,. The Information carrier 1 20 is con-

nected to an interface unit 130 for exchanging informa-

tion with the interface unit 70 of the analysis apparatus

30. An operator transports the portable analysis appa-

ratus 30 to the measuring point for which the condition

value is to be determined and attaches the sensor unit

20 to the measuring point 90. According to one embod-

iment the sensor unit 20 Is provided with a change-over

switch (not shown) which closes In dependence of the

sensor unit being brought into contact with the measur-

ing point 90. When the change-over switch closes, an

activating signal is produced which, via the bus 32 is

delivered to the microprocessor 50 and thereby acti-

vates the microprocessorto perform an analysis routine.

An actual condition value is deter-mined by the analysis

routine, and a reference value K^^f acquired from the in-

fonnation carrier 1 20. The reference value K^f indicates

5 the condition value for the individual machine for the

same measuring point at an earlier point of time. The

reference value K^gf Is stored in the information carrier

In the same way as described below.

[0022] When the machine is new from the factory or

10 when a bearing for a rotatable shaft 1 1 0 is renovated or

exchanged, a condition value K^ef for each measuring

point 90 of the machine 100 Is detennlned.

[0023] The condition reference value for the measur-

ing point Is detemiined according to a preferred embod-
15 iment by producing a measured value Indicating the vi-

bration or temperature of the machine at the measuring

point and, in a known way, with the help of Interpretation

information, such as shaft diameter and speed of rota-

tion of the shaft, transforming the measured value into

20 a condition value. Because this condition value K^gf is

produced when the corresponding machine part is new

or newly renovated, possible later condition changes

can be advantageously deter-mined by comparison with

the reference K^gj.

25 [0024] When the apparatus 30 Is used to produce the

reference condition value K^gf, a keyboard is connected

to the Infonnation port 66 and the microprocessor is In-

structed to perform a reference-producing routine. The

reference-producing routine involves the microcomput-

30 er 30 acquiring a measuring value from the sensor unit

20 and the display unit 62 showing a request for the op-

erator to input the interpretation information which ap-

plies for the measuring point.

[0025] The interpretation information can be inputted,

35 for example, via the keyboard or by means of a diskette

which is introduced Into the diskette station 64.

[0026] The microcomputer calculates the actual con-

dition value Kref indicating the condition of the Individual

measuring point depending on the measured value and

40 the inputted interpretation infonnation.

[0027] Both the condition reference value K^gf and the

inputted interpretation infonnation determined In this

way are delivered to the Infonnation carrter 1 20 via the

interface 70.

45 [0028] Alternatively, the interpretation data as well as

the reference value K^gf can be delivered to the diskette

unit 64 or the display unit/screen 62 in order to be input-

ted to the information carrier 120 in another way.

[0029] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-

50 vention the device 80 comprises a readable and writable

memory 120 which can exchange information in both

directions with the interface 130. According to one em-

bodiment the device 80 comprises a photoelectric cell

which provides the power supply to the memory 1 20 and

55 the interface 130.

[0030] Because the device 80 in the above described

way Is applied with a condition reference value which is

individual for the machine and for the measuring point,

4/26/05, EAST Version: 2.0.1.4
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later condition measuring can give advantageously ac-

curate indications about changes In the condition. This

means that the analysis apparatus does not have to be

provided with any infonmation at all about the machine

or its measuring point, and despite this it is stiil possible s

to achieve an accurate evaluation of whether any

changes in the condition have occurred. This is of con-

siderable advantage, for example, during the checking

of the condition of machines fixed to the floor in a large

manufacturing industry, where the number of machines

. and measuring points is very large. It further provides a

very good security as the rlsl< of mixing of the data in a

data base is eliminated by the reference condition value

being stored directly at the measuring point.

[0031 ] A method for detemiining a possible change In

the condition is usually perfomried with a certain regu-

larity by maintenance personnel. A first example of

when such a process can be perfomfied, according to

the invention, Is when a machine has just been installed

after delivery. In this situation there is already a condition

reference value in the information carrier which has

been generated and stored there in connection with the

final inspection at the manufacturer of the machine.

[0032] When the installator has just installed the ma-

chine, the process is perfonned for determining a pos-

sible change in the condition with the purpose of verify-

ing that the installation is correct and that the condition

of the machine has not deteriorated during the transport

from the manufacturer.

[uG33] Tne method comprises the steps of:

producing a measured value which depends on a

movement of the machine;

acquiring interpretation infonnation from an infor-

mation carrier which Is mounted by the measuring

point;

producing an actual condition value, indicating the

actual condition of the measuring point on the ma-

chine, dependent on the measured value and the

interpretation;

acquiring a second condition value, indicating the

condition of the measuring point at an eariier point

of time, from the information carrier;

producing a relation value dependent on the actual

condition value and the second condition value,

which relation value Indicates a change In the con-

dition.

[0034] This process can be performed by the micro-

processor 50 by It running an analysis routine which is

stored in the memory 40.

[0035] The analysis routine comprises the step of the

microprocessor 50 requesting measured values from

the sensor unit 20. According to one embodiment of the

Invention the sensor unit comprises an accelerometer

140 with a plezo-electrlc element. When the measuring

point 90 vibrates, the sensor unit 20, or at least a part

of It, also vibrates and the accelerometer 140 then pro-

duces an electrical signal of which the frequency and

amplitude depend on the mechanical vibration frequen-

cy and the vibration amplitude of the measuring point

90, respectively. The electrical signal is delivered to the

analog-digital converter 34 which with a certain sam-

pling frequency fg converts the analog signal to consec-

utive digital words in a known way. The microcomputer

50 stores a series of digital words which correspond to

a time sequence of the electrical signal in the memory

60, and then perfomns an analysis of the signal se-

quence, whereby the frequency and amplitude of the

signal Is deter-mlned. Consequently, a measured value

for the vibration amplitude Ay and the vibration frequen-

cy fy Is detemilned. The microcomputer then takes the

interpretation infonnation and the reference value K^gf

from the device 80 by reading information from the in-

terface 70.

[0036] According to one embodiment, the interiace

130 on the device 80 comprises an opto-transmitter

which transfers data serially to the interface 70 In the

fonm of trains of pulses of infrared light.

[0037] The device 80 can be activated depending on

an information request which is received via the inter-

face 130. Alternatively, the device 80 comprises a de-

tector element which senses if the sensor unit 20 is ap-

plied to the measuring point 90 and then activates the

device 80 to send infomiation to the Interface 130.

[0038] In this way the microcomputer receives Infor-

mation on the identity of the measuring point and inter-

pretation information, such as the diametervalue d.j and

the rotational speed value .

[0039] With knowledge of the interpretation infonna-

tion di resp. V^, each measured vibration amplitude val-

ue Ay can be easily converted to an actual condition val-

ue K^. A predetennined Interpretation algorithm is

stored in the memory 40 and starting from an amplitude

value Ay and interpretation information, such as d^ and

Vi, the microcomputer produces a corresponding con-

dition value Kg dependent thereon. Such an interpreta-

tion algorithm is based on an embodiment of a method

for producing a condition val ue described in the Swedish

Laid-Open Document 339 576.

[0040] According to one embodiment, the Interpreta-

tion algorithm is based on the machine classification

standard ISO 2954.

[0041] The actual condition value produced and

the reference condition value K^gf acquired from the in-

formation carrier 1 20 are delivered to the screen 62 so

that the operator can judge if the two values correspond.

If Ka is essentially similar to K^ef, the condition is essen-

tially unchanged. If there is a discrepancy between the

two values, then this indicates that the condition of the

machine has changed.

[0042] Because the actual condition value accord-

ing to the invention can be compared with an eariier

measured condition value K^^^ for the same measuring

point, an extremely accurate indication of changes Is

achieved. In this way, advantageously well-judged de-
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cisions can be made on when maintenance is required,

which in tum leads to that the life length of the machine

can be increased.

[0043] According to a preferred embodiment, the mi-

crocomputer produces a relation value in dependence 5

of the actual condition value and the reference con-

dition value K^ef.

[0044] By dividing the value Kg with the reference Kj^j,

a relation value is achieved which gives a percentage

change of the condition of the machine part or parts to

which the measuring points relate. According to another

embodiment the relation value is produced as the differ-

ence between the value Kg and the reference K^^f.

[0045] An embodiment of the Invention relates to a

method for the evaluation of the condition of a machine

100 with a measuring point 90, which method is per-

formed by a movable analysis apparatus 30. The meth-

od comprises the steps of producing a condition value

by means of measuring at the measuring point, said

condition value being dependent on the actual condition

of the machine; and storing the condition value In a wri-

table information carrier 1 20 which is placed by, or in the

vicinity of, the measuring point 90 so that the condition

value subsequently can be used as a reference condi-

tion value. The method may also include the steps of

producing a measured value; acquiring interpretation in-

formation d^
,
V^; and generating the condition value de-

pendent on the measured value Ay and the acquired in-

terpretation Information d^
,
V^. According to an embod-

iment the measured value Indicates a movement, such

as a vibration movement, of the machine. The Interpre-

tation information d^, may correspond to the techni-

cal type values for the machine or a part of the mach ine.

[0046] Another embodiment of the invention relates

to a method for evaluation of the condition of a machine

1 00 with a measuring point 90. comprising the steps of:

a) producing a condition value, said value being de-

pendent on the actual condition at the measuring

point, and

b) acquiring a reference value, indicating the con-

dition of .the machine at an eariier point of time, from

an information carrier 120 which Is placed by, or in

the vicinity of, the measuring point 90. The method

may also include the step of

c) producing a relation value dependent on the ac-

tual condition value and the reference value. Ac-

cording to an embodiment of the method step a)

comprises the steps of:

a1) producing a measuring value by means of

a measuring at the measuring point;

a2] acquiring interpretation infomnation from

the Infonnation carrier 120;

a3) generating the actual condition value K de-

• pendent on the measured value A^ and the in-

terpretation Infomiation d^ , . According to an-

other embodiment of the method the condition

value is produced directly be means of meas-

uring at the measuring point.

[0047] In one version of the method embodiments de-

scribed above the communication between the analysis

apparatus and the infonnation carrier is perfomaed by

means of radio communication or by means of optical

transmitters and optical receivers.

[0048] The Invention also relates to an analysis appa-

ratus for evaluation of the condition of a machine 100

with a measuring point 90, which apparatus comprises:

a sensor means 20 for producing a measured value A^

dependent on a movement of the machine; a communi-

cation means 70;66;64 for receiving Interpretation infor-

mation specific to the measuring point; an infomnatlon

processing means 50,40,60 for producing a condition

value, whereby the infonnation processing means

50,40,60 co-operates with the communication means

70;66:64 and the sensor means 20 so that the infonna-

tion processing means produces a condition value K;

K^ef, dependent on the measured value and the inter-

pretation Infonnation, Indicating the actual condition of

the machine. The communication means comprises an

interlace means 70 which is arranged to transmit the

condition value K^ef to a writable Information carrier 120

by, or in the vicinity of, the measuring point 90 so that it

can be used as a locally stored Individual condition ref-

erence value.

[0049] The Invention also relates to an analysis appa-

ratus for evaluation of the condition of a machine 100

with a measuring point 90, which apparatus comprises:

a sensor means 20 for producing a measured value Ay

dependent on a movement of the machine; a communi-

cation means 70;66;64 for receiving interpretation infor-

mation specific to the measuring point; an infomnatlon

processing means 50,40,60 for producing a condition

value, whereby the information processing means

50,40,60 co-operates with the communication means

70;66;64 and the sensor means 20 so that the informa-

tion processing means dependent on the measured val*

ue and the interpretation Information produces a condi-

tion value K;Kref Indicating the actual condition of the

machine. The communication means comprises an In-

terface means 70 which is arranged to acquire a condi-

tion reference value indicating the condition of the ma-

chine at the measuring point at an eariier point of time,

from an infonnation carrier 120 placed by, or in the vi-

cinity of. the measuring point 90.

[0050] The interface means 70 of the analysis appa-

ratus may be capable of both receiving and transmitting

information.

[0051] According to an embodiment of the analysis

apparatus the sensor means 20 is movably connected

to the Infonnation processing means. In one version of

this embodiment the interface means 70 and the sensor

means 20 are Integrated in a common casing.

[0052] According to an embodiment of the analysis

apparatus the information processing means 50,40,60
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by means of the communication means 70 is arranged

to acquire the reference condition vaiue. indicating the

condition of the measuring point at an earlier point of

time, from the infomiation carrier; and thereafter the in-

fonmation processing means 50,40,60 is arranged to s

produce a relation value dependent on the actual con-

dition value and the reference condition value, which re-

lation value indicates a changing condition.

[0053] The analysis apparatus may be arranged to

generate the condition value in accordance with a pre-

determined algorithm. Moreover, the analysis apparatus

may be a portable unit. Additionally the Interface means

70 of the analysis apparatus may be adapted to com-

municate with the infonnatlon carrier by means of radio

communication or by means of optical senders and op-

tical receivers.

[0054] The invention also relates to a device for co-

operating with an analysis apparatus as described

above. The device is suitable for mounting at a meas-

uring point on a machine 100 with a movable part 110,

and an embodiment of the device comprises: an infor-

mation carrier 120 and interpretation information, stored

on the infomiation carrier, which defines technical type

values for the machine and/or the movable part in such

a way that an actual condition value is able to be gen-

erated depending on an actual measured value when

the measured value Is Interpreted In combination with

the interpretation information; wherein the Information

carrier comprises a writable memory means so that stor-

ing uf a iocai reference condition value is made possible.

[0055] An embodiment of the device comprises a

communication means 1 30 for co-operating with the in-

formation carrier 120 and for communicating with the

analysis apparatus 30.

[0056] The communication means 1 30 Is suitable for

co-operating with the analysis apparatus, and according

to an embodiment the communication means 130, de-

pendent on an activating signal, is an-anged to read in-

terpretation information from the information carrier and

deliver this infonnation to the analysis apparatus;

whereby the Information carrier is provided with a refer-

ence condition value Indicating the condition of the

measuring point at an earlier point of time; and the com-

munication means, dependent on the activation signal,

reads the reference condition value from the Information

carrier and delivers this to the analysis apparatus there-

by enabling the generation of a relation value indicating

a changed condition.

[0057] in an embodiment of the device the communi-

cation means 130 comprises a transceiver for commu-
nicating with the analysis apparatus 30 by means of ra-

dio comrriunication or optical transmitters and optical re-

ceivers. According to another embodiment the commu-
nication means 1 30 comprises contact means for ohmic

contact between the Information carrier 130 and the

analysis apparatus 30,70.

[0058] According to an embodiment of the device the

infonnation carrier is adapted to be rigidly mounted on

a machine.

Claims

1. A method of operating a device which is fimily

mounted on or at a measuring point (90) on a ma-

chine (100) with a movable part (110); the device

having a connection coupling to which a sensor unit

(20) is removably attachable for coupling machine

vibrations to said sensor unit; an infonnation earner

(120) comprising a writable and readable memory

means; and a communications means (1 30) for co-

operating with the Infonnation carrier (120) and for

communicating with an analysis apparatus;

the method comprising the steps of:

attaching a sensor unit (20) to said connection

coupling for producing a first condition value by

performing a measurement; said first condition

value being dependent on the actual condition

of the machine;

receiving said first condition value via said com-

munications means (130); and

storing said first condition value in said writable

and readable memory means (120).

2. The method according to claim 1 , further compris-

ing the steps of:

attaching a sensor unit (20) to said connection

coupling for producing a a second actual con-

dition value at a time point later than the time

of production of said first condition value, said

second actual condition value being dependent

on the actual condition at the measuring point;

delivering said first condition value from the in-

formation carrier (120), via said communica-

tions means (130) so that the first condition val-

ue can be used as a reference condition value,

whereby possible condition changes can be de-

termined by comparing said second actual con-

dition value with said first reference condition

value.

3. A device for co-operating with a machine condition

analysis apparatus, the device being adapted to be

finnly mounted on or at a measuring point on a ma-

chine; the device comprising a connection coupling

to which a sensor unit (20) is removably attachable

for coupling machine vibrations to said sensor unit;

the device further comprising:

an Information carrier (1 20) comprising a writa-

ble memory means so that storing of a local ref-

erence condition value Is made possible; and

a communications means (130) for co-operat-

ing with the information can-ier (120) and for
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communicating with the analysis apparatus.

4. The device according to ciaim 3. wherein the con-

nection coupling is a bayonet coupling.

5. The device according to claim 3 or 4, wherein

the communication means (130) comprises a

transceiver for communicating with the analysis ap-

paratus (30) by means of radio communication or

optical transmitters and optical receivers.

6. The device according to claim 3 or 4, wherein

the communication means (130) comprises

contact means for ohmic contact between the Infor-

mation carrier (1 30) and the sensor unit (20,70, 30).

7. The device according to any of claims 3-6, further

comprising

a detector element which senses if the sensor

unit (20) is applied to the measuring point (90) and

then activates the device (80) to send information

to the interface (130).

8. The device according to any of claims 3-6, wherein

the device Is adapted to be activated to send

information in response to an information request

which is received via .the communications means

(130).

9. The uevioe accuruing to any of claims wherein

the information carrier (120) stores interpre-

tation infomriation which defines technical type val-

ues forthe machine and/orthe movable part in such

a way that an actual condition value can be gener-

ated dependent on an actual measured value and

the interpretation Infomnation.

10. A method of operating a device according to any of

claims 3-9 when said device is firmly mounted on

or at a measuring point (90) on a machine (1 00) with

a movable part (110), comprising the steps of:

receiving, via said communications means

(130),' a condition value obtained by perfomiing a

measurement on or at the measuring point, said

condition value being dependent on the actual con-

dition of the machine;

characterized by

storing the condition value in the writable in-

formation carrier (120) so that the condition value

subsequently can be used as a reference condition

value, whereby possible later condition changes

can be determined by comparison with said refer-

ence condition value.

1 1 . The method according to claim 1 0, further compris-

ing the step of:

connecting said connection coupling with said

sensor unit (20) for producing said condition value.

12. The method according to claim 10 or 11, further

comprising the step of:

receiving, via said communications means
5 (130), interpretation information; and

storing the interpretation infomiation in the wri-

table infomnation carrier (120).

1 3. The method according to claim 1 0, 1 1 or 1 2, further

10 comprising the step of:

connecting said connection coupling with said

sensor unit (20) for generating a second actual

condition value at a time point later than the

15 time of production of said reference condition

value, said second actual condition value being

dependent on the actual condition at the meas-

uring point,

delivering said reference condition value, from

20 the Information earner (120), via said commu-
nications means (130).

1 4. The method according to claim 1 3 when dependent

on claim 12, further comprising the step of:

25 delivering said interpretation Information,

from the infonnation carrier (120), via said commu-

nications means (130).

15. The method according to any of claims 10-14, fur-

so ther comprising the step of:

receiving, via said communications means

(130), a third condition value obtained by perfomri-

ing another measurement on or at the measuring

point, said third condition value being dependent on

35 the actual condition of the machine when a bearing

has been renovated or exchanged,

characterized by

storing the third condition value In the writable

infomriation carrier (120) so that the third condition

40 value subsequently can be used as a reference

condition value (K^gf), whereby possible later con-

dition changes can be determined by comparison

with said reference condition value.

45 16. A system for evaluating the condition of a machine,

comprising:

a device (80,90) according to any of claims 3-9;

and
50 a movable analysis apparatus (30) and a sen-

sor unit (20) for producing a condition value by

means of measuring at the measuring point,

said condition value being dependent on move-

ment and Indicative of the actual condition of

55 the machine; wherein the analysis apparatus

(30) Is equipped with an interface (70) for the

exchange of data with the communications

means (130) of the device (80, 90).
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17. The system according to claim 16, characterized

in that

the condition value produced by said sensor Is de-

pendent on vibrations

5

18. The system according to any of claims 16 or 17,

characterized in that

the analysis apparatus (30) comprises a non-

volatile memory, a read/write memory, a micro-

processor (50) and a display unit (62) for displaying io

the condition of a current measuring point.

19. The system according to claim 18, characterized

In that

the microprocessor (50) Is connected to an In- is

formation port (66), by means of which the analysis

apparatus (30) can be connected to a separate in-

formation processing unit.

20. The system according to any of claims 16-19 when 20

dependent on claim 9, wherein the communication

means (130), dependent on an activating signal, is

arranged to read interpretation infonnation from the

information carrier and deliver this infomnation to

the analysis apparatus; and wherein the communi- 25

cation means, dependent on the activation signal,

Is arranged to read the reference condition value

from the information carrier and deliver said refer-

ence condition value to the analysis apparatus

ihei eby enabling the generation of a relation value 30

indicating a changed condition.

21. A kit of parts comprising:

a device (80,90) according to any of claims 3-9; 35

and

a sensor unit (20) and a movable analysis ap-

paratus (30) according to any of claims 16-19.
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